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CAZE announces new Swarovski cases for iPhone 4S
Published on 10/06/11
CAZE has introduced its Floral Bling and Bling RR Swarovski cases for iPhone 4S. CAZE is
the authorized partner of Swarovski AG, Austria and teams up with talented designers to
create unique and stylish Swarovski cases. CAZE is combining Swarovski crystals and the
world's thinnest case to create simple but luxury protective cases in fashionable floral
and strip patterns. CAZE used Zero 5, the World's slimmest and stylish case for crystal
embellishment.
Hong Kong - CAZE has introduced its Floral Bling and Bling RR Swarovski cases for iPhone
4S. CAZE is the authorized partner of Swarovski AG, Austria and teams up with talented
designers to create unique and stylish Swarovski cases. CAZE is combining Swarovski
crystals and the world's thinnest case to create simple but luxury protective cases in
fashionable floral and strip patterns. CAZE uses Zero 5, the World's slimmest and stylish
case for crystal embellishment. The new Swarovski cases have the thinnest possible
wall-thickness and can fully protect the chrome edges and corners of an iPhone 4/4S. To
ensure the iPhone 4/4S is fully protected from everyday bumps & scratches, a screen
protection film and a microfiber pouch are provided.
Swarovski case is a great way to add some glitz and glamour to your iPhone 4/4S without
spending a bundle of money to buy a real diamond case. CAZE makes use of Swarovski
crystals to enhance the beauty of a case by handcrafting each case with more than 200
genuine crystals; making each case truly a work of art. Designed as the ultimate balance
between case-minimalism and chic protection, the Swarovski cases can wrap the edges and
corners to protect and keep the front and back of the iPhone 4/4S from coming into direct
contact with flat surfaces when laid down. It's sleek, slim and form-fitting.
Floral Bling and Bling RR Swarovski cases are easy to install. Easy access to all phone
functions without having to remove the case. It has complete access to all the main ports
and buttons of the device. Charging has also never been easy since you do not have to
remove the case. To ensure all-around protection, each Swarovski case comes with a free
screen protection film for added shield.
Swarovski is well known as the finest manufacturer of superior quality of crystals that
are being used around the world. It brings credibility, style and design to all the
crystalline products created by CAZE. Customers who buy any Swarovski crystal cases from
CAZE will get a Certificate of Authenticity, a screen protection film and a Microfiber
Pouch for free.
iPhone CAZE:
http://www.iphonecaze.com
Floral Bling Swarovski case:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone-4g-cases/floral-bling-swarovski-crystal-case.html
Bling RR Swarovski cases:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone-4g-cases/bling-rr-swarovski-crystal-case.html

iPhone CAZE started its business at a small shop with handmade products at the beginning
and proudly released its first iPhone case in 2007. Due to the spread of word and
increasing demand of overseas orders, iPhone CAZE began to take orders on its website in
2009. iPhone CAZE admires fashion, using leather, fabric, metal, polymer and swarovski
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crystal, to bring something luxury and special on iPhone for any occasion. Copyright
2007-2010 iPhone CAZE. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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